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Let G be a noncompact connected simple Lie group of split-rank 1. Assume 
that G possesses a compact Cartan subgroup so that the discrete series for G is 
nof empty. Let r be a nonuniform lattice in G. In this paper, we give an explicit 
formula for the multiplicity with which an integrable discrete series representa- 
tion of G occurs in the space of cusp forms in LB(G/r). 
INTRODUCTION 
Let G be a noncompact connected simple Lie group of split-rank 1 with 
finite center; let I’ be a nonuniform lattice in G. Call LGI,- the left regular 
representation of G on the Hilbert space P(G/T)-then a central problem in 
the theory of automorphic forms relative to the pair (G, I’) is the decomposition 
OfL G,,- into irreducible unitary representations. It is known that Lz(G/I’) admits 
an orthogonal decomposition 
L2(G/r) = Ld2(G/r) @ L,2(G/F), 
Ld2(G/r) (respectively L,*(G/T)) being an LGlr-invariant subspace of L2(G/I’) 
in which Lclr decomposes discretely (respectively continuously); cf. Warner [9]. 
Call Lz,r (respectively Lg,,) the restriction of Lcjr to Ldp(G/T) (respectively 
Le2(GjI’)). It turns out that Lclr can be written as a direct integral over the 
“principal series” representations of G, so one’s understanding of Lg,, is 
essentially complete. As for LElr , if e is the set of unitary equivalence classes 
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of irreducible unitary representations of G, and if m,, is the multiplicity with 
which a given U in &’ occurs in L$,= (necessarily finite), then 
To describe Lg,, , therefore, one must determine those U for which mu > 0 
together with an explicit formula for m, . One method of attack is to use a 
“trace formula” in the sense of Selberg; such a formula, in the form which we 
shall use, can be found in the survey article of Warner [9]. 
Suppose that G;d , the discrete series for G, is not empty. Let U be in the 
integrable discrete series-then the primary objective of the present paper 
is to compute mu. To this end, we shall use the Selberg trace formula and proceed 
in the usual way. In other words, we shall insert into the formula an appropriate 
K-finite matrix coefficient (t, say, of U; in this manner one obtains an expression 
for mu in terms of certain distributions evaluated at 01. So, to get mu in closed 
form, one must know the Fourier transforms, in the sense of Harish-Chandra, 
of the distributions in question. Some of these distributions are familiar and 
occur already in the case of uniform lattices (orbital integrals with respect to 
semisimple elements); cf. Langlands [4(b)]. Th e p resence of unipotent elements 
in r, however, leads to the consideration of certain other distributions, some of 
which are noncentral. Nevertheless, thanks to the work of Arthur [l] and 
Barbasch [3], it is still possible to write their Fourier transforms in an explicit 
fashion. The contribution from these distributions accounts for the difference 
between the formulas for mU in the uniform and nonuniform case. 
The contents of this paper are then as follows. Section 1 is devoted to a review 
of the Selberg trace formula. In particular, we explicate the one distribution 
which was left by Warner [9] in an unsatisfactory state. This enables us to make 
the liaison in Section 2 with the distributions considered by Arthur [l] and 
Barbasch [3]. In Section 3 we give the proof of the multiplicity formula itself. 
Let us note here that apriori rnL7 is the multiplicity of U in Ld2(G/I’). Call L,2( G/T) 
the space of cusp forms on G/r-then L,2(G/lJ c-+ Ld2(G/T). We shall prove 
that if U occurs in Ld2(G/r), then actually U occurs in L,2(G/r), so mu is in 
reality the multiplicity of U in L,2(G/.ZJ. We terminate in Section 4 with 
some comments on the possibility of extending our method to discrete series 
depresentations of G which are no longer integrable. 
In conclusion, it should be pointed out that our lattice r is subject to a certain 
technical restriction (cf. Section 1); this restriction is not a reflection of the 
method being used but rather represents the present state of the Selberg trace 
formula. 
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1. THE SELBERG TRACE FORMULA 
Let G be a noncompact connected semisimple Lie group with finite center; 
let K be a maximal compact subgroup of G. We shall assume that rank 
(G/K) = 1. In addition it will be supposed that G is simple and is embedded 
in the simply connected complex analytic group corresponding to the complexi- 
fication of the Lie-algebra g of G. 
Let r be a nonuniform lattice in G. Call LGIr the left regular representation 
of G on the Hilbert space L2(G/F)-th en, as has been mentioned in the Intro- 
duction, L2(G/r) admits an orthogonal decomposition 
L2(G/r) = Ld2(G/r) @ L,Z(G/F), 
Ld2(G/I’) (respectively Lc2(G/T)) being an Lo/r-invariant subspace of L2(c/<) 
in which LGIr decomposes discretely (respectively continuously). Suppose that 
LY is a smooth integrable function on G-then 
LGII-(~) = s, “@) LG,r(X) dG@) 
is an integral operator on L2(G/lJ which, however, need not be of the trace 
class. Write L:,,(a) (respectively L;,,-(a)) for the restriction of L,,,(a) to 
L,‘f(G/T) (respectively L,2(G/r))-then 
LG,i-(or) = L&,(a) + &-(a). 
If a: is K-finite and sufficiently regular, in a sense to be made precise below, 
then both L;,,(a) and LL,,( (Y are integral operators and, moreover, LElr(a) )
is of the trace class, the trace being computable by integrating its kernel over the 
diagonal.The actual computation of the latter integral then leads to the conclusion 
that the trace of L,$,,(a) can be expressed in terms of certain distributions on 
G which, in essence, is the Selberg trace formula for (G, r). A precise summary 
of exactly what is needed for the present paper will now be given; the reader 
can find the details in Warner [9]. 
Let P be a F-cuspidal parabolic subgroup of G-then the reduction theory 
of Garland and Raghunathan attaches to P a Langlands decomposition 
P=M.A.N, (M the centralizer of A in K) 
having certain properties, which need not be spelled out here. This data fixes 
an Iwasawa decomposition G = K . A . N of G. Let h be the unique simple 
root of the pair (G, A) implicit in the choice of N. Let a be the Lie algebra 
of A-then we shall agree to equip the dual of a with the usual Euclidean struc- 
ture derived from the Killing form. Since /\/I h [ is a unit vector for this structure, 
a complex number s becomes a linear function on a through the identification 
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s ++ s(X/l X I). In particular p, the sum of the positive roots of the pair (G, A) 
(counted with multiplicity) divided by 2, is identified with its length / p 1. 
Keeping to the above notations, identify M with M . N/N. It is known that 
rn PC M . N. Put PM = P n M . N/P n N-then PM is a discrete sub- 
group of M, hence is finite, M being compact. Let M* be the normlizer of A 
in K-then W(A) = M*/M is the Weyl group of the pair (G, A). Since rank 
(G/K) = 1, W(A) is of order 2. Let li?Z be the set of unitary equivalence classes 
of irreducible unitary representations of M. The group W(A) operates to the 
left on il?I in the obvious way. Write 
the n(u, PM) being certain nonnegative integers. Given an orbit 0 in W(A)\il?T, 
pick u E 0 and set 
so = +, r,,) u + n(w=, r,) w=, 
w the nontrivial element in W(A). Then 
L*(M/r,) = 2 @S, . 
@EwIA)\a 
For each orbit 0 and complex variable s, one has a natural representation (8, s) 
ofPon&: 
M operates by the left regular representation LMlrM ; 
A operates via multiplication by u+ (=e-s(loaa)); 
N operates trivially. 
Call U”*8 the associated induced representation of G: G thus operates by left 
translation on the Hilbert space of those Bore1 functions f: G -+ Se which 
satisfy 
f(xmun) = a”-~L~:r,(m-l)f(x) 
and have the property that 
Suppose that s is pure imaginary-then U0v8 is unitary. Assuming that 
0 = {u, wo] (U E i@, one then has 
#y%” = 
I 
n(u, rM)W* @ n(wu, PM)Uwa~*, if (T # wu, 
n(u, l-&f) u-“, if u = wu, 
where UO*~ and Vu*” are principal series representations of G. 
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Let r be the number of r-inequivalent cusps-then one can choose elements 
Kr = l,..., K,. in K such that the conjugates Pi = kiPktl form a complete 
set of representatives for the I’-cuspidal parabolic subgroups of G mod r. 
Each .Pi admits a Langlands decomposition Pi = n/r, . Ai . Ni where Mi = 
kiMk;‘, Ai = k,Ak;‘, and Ni = k,Nk;’ (i = I,..., Y). Modulo obvious 
notational changes, the definitions and results indicated above carry over to 
each of the Pi (; = I,..., Y). Fix i and j; then Pi = Mi * Ai * Ni , 
Pi = Mi * Aj * Nj , and the orbit spaces 
are in a canonical one-to-one correspondence. Corresponding orbits are said 
to be associate. If now 0 = 0r ,..., 0, is a complete collection of associate 
orbits, then for each value of the complex variable s we put 
U@*a is thus a Hilbert representation of G which is unitary when s is pure 
imaginary. Suppose that s is pure imaginary-then U@*” and U@.-8 are equivalent 
unitary representations of G and a basic feature of the theory is the existence 
of a canonically defined intertwining operator cc(s): 
C@(S) E I(UQ*s, w-q. 
It will be necessary to commit ourselves to a choice for the relevant Haar 
measures. On G itself we shall use the so-called standard Haar measure, whose 
definition we now recall. Let dK be the Haar measure on K which assigns to 
K total volume one; let dA (respectively d,,,) be the exponentiation of normalized 
Lebesgue measure on the Lie-algebra of A (respectively the Lie-algebra of N) 
(relative to the Euclidean structure associated with the Killing form)-then the 
standard Haar measure dc on G is determined by the requirement 
d,(x) = azp d,(k) d,(a) d&), (x = km). 
If we apply the same agreements to the pairs (Ai , Ni) (i = I,..., Y), then dc 
is unchanged. When H is a unimodular Lie subgroup of G with distinguished 
Haar measure dH , it will always be supposed that G/H is equipped with the 
G-invariant ‘measure specified by compatibility: SC = JolH JH , 
Given y E I‘, let us agree to write {T}~ (respectively {Y}~) for its T-conjugacy 
class (respectively G-conjugacy class). An element y E r is said to be central if 
y lies in the center 2, of P, it is known that the center of r is a subgroup of the 
center of G, hence is finite. A noncentral element y E r is said to be elliptic if y 
is G-conjugate to an element of K, it is known that there are but finitely many 
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r-conjugacy classes of elliptic elements in r. A noncentral, nonelliptic, semi- 
simple element of r is said to be hyperbolic; it is known that there are infinitely 
many r-conjugacy classes of hyperbolic elements in r. The terms central, 
elliptic, hyperbolic delineate the semisimple elements of c the remaining 
elements of r are called parabolic. At this point we shall introduce an assumption 
on r which will be in force throughout the remainder of this article, viz. : 
For each i between 1 and Y, r n Pi = Z, * r n Ni . This assumption does not 
preclude the existence of elliptic elements in r but does serve to keep certain 
combinatorial problems to a minimum. One consequence of this supposition 
is the fact that the noncentral, semi-simple elements of r can be characterized 
by the property that {r}r n Pi = (zi for all i (1 < i < r). Given y E r, let us 
agree to write r, (respectively G,) for its r-centralizer (respectively G-cen- 
tralizer). If y be a semisimple element in r, then it is known that r, is a lattice 
in G,, . By way of notation, in what follows we shall write 
w c 
wr 
(respectively WI IJ 
for a sum over the r-conjugacy classes of the elliptic (respectively hyperbolic) 
elements of r. 
According to Harish-Chandra, for each p, 0 < p < +co, there is attached 
a certain Frtchet space P(G) of smooth functions on G. There are continuous 
inclusions 
C,“(G) C-e V*(G) Cd Lp(G) 
with dense range. For this reason, W’(G) is sometimes referred to as the L’- 
Schwartz space of G; when p = 2, one writes W(G) in place of V2(G) and refers 
to ‘X(G) as simply the Schwartz space of G. Suppose that LX is a K-finite function 
in W(G) where now 0 < p < l-then, in the notations introduced above, 
L$(ol) is of the trace class. In order to describe the trace of L:,=(a), we need 
one more preliminary. 
For any i between 1 and r, put 
ai(t) = exp(tH,), (t ER) 
where Hi is the element in the Lie-algebra of Ai such that h(HJ = ( h I. Fix p, 
0 < p < 1; given a K-finite element OL in VP(G), set 
For each complex number s, introduce 9, formally by the definition : 
Y,(s) = 1 LTS), 
i=l 
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where 
It is known that there exists a strip Lv;: containing the imaginary axis such that 
the integral defining Y, is absolutely convergent for s E 9, with Re(s) > 0 
and admits a continuation to Sp, as a meromorphic function whose only possible 
singularity is a simple pole at s = 0. In particular, 
exists. 
THEOREM. (The Selberg T race Formula) Let CL be a K-finite fun&n 
in Gfp(G) (0 <p < l)-then the trace ofLd,,,(a) is the sum of 
t F Ls,=o tr (cd---s) ($ CO(~)) UYa)) I ds I, 
and 
- 4 ; tr(cc(0) U”*o(a)). 
All the series and integrals are absolutely convergent. Each of the terms represents 
an assignment which is continuous in the topology of VP(G). 
This theorem is the main result in Warner [9]. Actually, it is desirable to 
carry the analysis one step further and explicitly exhibit the Fourier transforms, 
in the sense of Harish-Chandra, of the various distributions appearing in the 
Selberg trace formula. On the basis of the Plancherel theorem for G, the central 
term can be treated without difficulty. In addition, thanks to the work of Sally 
and Warner [7], the orbital integrals arising from the noncentral, semisimple 
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elements can also be handled satisfactorily. Since there is not too much that 
can be done to the last two terms, it remains to discuss 
In the special case when OL is K-biinvariant, this distribution was unraveled by 
R. Gangolli and the second author; details are reported in Warner [9]. The 
first objective of the present paper will be to show that in general 
can be expressed directly in terms of certain distributions, the ostensibly 
unfamiliar ones being identifiable with those considered by Arthur [l] and 
Barbasch [3]. 
Let m(h) be the multiplicity of A, m(U) the multiplicity of U-then, in an 
obvious notation, the Lie-algebra n of N admits the direct sum decomposition 
where, of course, 
dim(n,J = m(h), 
dim(tt,J = ~424. 
Set 
NA = exp(n,J, 
N2A = ev(n2A 
so that N = NANan with NA n Nz, = {I>. We remark that N is a two-step 
nilpotent group with center N,, (when m(2X) > 0). If tt E N, say n = exp(X) 
(X E n), then we write )I n 11 = 11 X I/. 
In order to study the integrals I,“(s) (Re(s) > 0 and sufficiently small), we 
can clearly assume that i = 1 and then drop it from the notation. We shall 
thus focus upon 
CX~(U(~) n~n-la(--t))) e21rrlt(lfs)dN(n) dt. 
Put 
a*(t) = exp(tH*), (t E R), 
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where H* is the element in the Lie-algebra of A such that A(H*) = 1. We have 
then 
where 
1: (s) = j-t s,;,,, (ve~nNaI(u*(t) mp-lcz’(-t))) e2(‘~“‘l’)t(1+s1d~(n) dt. 
n#l 
The definitions imply that 
IPI - = J!fp + 424. 
Ihl 
Moreover, it is not difficult to compute ( h 1 explicitly. In fact, 
’ h ’ = (24X) +ISm(2A)y * 
This said, put r,, = r n N,,--then log(r%) is a lattice in n, , call it r,, again. 
On the other hand, set F,, = rn N/I’,,-then, under the identification 
X - W&A > we have r, 4 NA , and so log(r,) is a lattice in n, , call it r, 
again. Proceeding now exactly as in Warner [9], write 
I,*(s) = vol(N/N n r)[K,*(s) + L,*(s)], 
where, by definition, 
K,*(s) = j-1 jNzA (s, ax@*(t) vw*(--t))) ezc’o”‘A”“‘l+S’d,~,(~z~) dt, 
ll#l 
L,*(s) = j--l (.;, a&z*(t) vu*(-t))) e2(‘o”‘A’)t(1+s) dt. 
Ir#l’ 
Suppose that 77 E r, , v # 1, say 71 = exp(X,) (X, E r,)-then we put 
If 
I 71 I = exp(X,/11X, II). 
then clearly 
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Therefore, 
K,*(s) = j-1 jN2, (nL %(U*(t) qn2,U*(-t)) e2(lpl’lAl)t(l+~)dN2A(~2A) dt 
vii’ 
= j;L jNZA (.;, 4a*w v*wn2A)) e2flplllAl)t(l+s)e-2~~(Z~)td N&~A) dt 
nfl 
= j-1 jN2, (& cY&*(t)~n I77I a+t)n4 
n+l 




X aK(a*(t) 1 -q 1 a*(-t)neA) e2(lplllAl)t(l+s)e-2~(2A)td h’&,A) dt- 
According to a well-known principle of Kostant, when dim(g) > 3, M operates 
transitively on the unit sphere in nA ; we shall assume that this is so in the cal- 
culation which follows, the necessary modification in the case dim(g) = 3 
being obvious (simply symmetrize with respect to inversion on n). For any 
qcrA, 77 # 1, we thus have 02 f s a,(a*(t) I 7 1 a*(-t)nzA) e2(lpl’lAl)t(1+s) -m &A e-2m(2A)tdNzn(n2A) dt 
cc 
zz H s %(ma*(t) I9 I a*(4 m-‘n23 . I M - ~% N 2A 
x e2(loiilAl)t(l+s)e-2~(2A)tdNa,(nzd dt d,(m) 
(m’A’+2m(2A))sdNA(nA) d,&,,), 
A(nA) being the area of the unit sphere in n, , that is, 
Let 
‘&.1/2)m(A, 
A(nA) = -ji(s)m . 
1 
b(s) = x;r I/ X, l1(m(A)+2ml2A))a+nalA) ’ 
X;+O^ 
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If by l(r, : S) we understand the Epstein zeta function attached to r, by 11 ? ]I, 
then 
so the series defining cr, is absolutely convergent for Re(s) > 0, while, at 
s = 0, cr, has a simple pole, On the other hand, let 
T,(a : s) = -!- j 
4%) 
N* J N*n %dv**) II %I ll(‘m(A)fem(2A))s 4v,(%) 4&21). 
Easy estimates readily imply that the integral defining T,(Lu: S) is absolutely 
convergent in the strip Sp, , and thus represents a holomorphic function there 
(cf. Warner [9]). It therefore follows that one has the following identity of 
meromorphic functions in 9, : 
Call RrA (respectively CrA) the residue of cc, at s = 0 (respectively the constant 




TA(a) = A@,) s a&) 4vw, N 
The assignments 
are distributions which we shall consider in more detail later on. It remains to 
discuss L,*(O): 
L,*(O) = J-t (‘J ~ aK(a*(t) ?a*(-t))) e2(lPlllnl)t dt. 
921' 
We begin with a preliminary remark. Let n E N2A , n # 1 -then G,, , the 
centralizer of n in G, is the semidirect product M, x N, M,, the centralizer 
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of n in M. Assign to M,, total volume one-then this agreement fixes the Haar 
measure on G, . Equip K/M, (respectively G/G,) with the K-invariant (respec- 
tively G-invariant) measure specified by compatibility : SK = sKi.,l, JIM, (respec- 
tively Jo = Jclc, JG,). Let fEU(G/G,J-then, by an easy computation, we 
find that 
S,,, f(x) dclc,(4 = (l/l X I) S,,, Jm f&*(t)) e2~l~J~lA~)tdKIMn(R) dt. 
n n --m 
Consequently, 
L:(o) = 1 h / & J,,, ‘-++) dGIG,(x)e 
II 
9#1 
According to a well-known principle of Kostant, M x Z, operates transitively 
on the unit sphere in n, (Z, 4 Aut(ti,,) being the subgroup generated by the 
inversion); moreover, Z, is not actually needed when m(U) > 1. In any event, 
using this fact, we find without difficulty that 
1x1 Jm) = 2 c 1 





+%@> dGIGn(I(X) + I,,, --1 “(m,1x-1) dG/G&$ 
% 
n, a fixed element in N,, such that /) exp-l(n,)ll = 1. Let 
L-?A(4 = c 1 
x+rq,) 11 xn II 
~nlL4~/2+mm))u+r) 
Xq#O 
If by 5(r2l: s) we understand the Epstein zeta function attached to T,, by 
II ? II, then 
so the series defining cr,, is absolutely convergent for 
and hence, in particular, is holomorphic at s = 0. Call Crti the constant term 
of crti at s = 0. On the other hand, let 
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The assignment 
is a distribution which we shall consider in more detail later on. We have thus 
shown that 
Therefore, 
Employing obvious notations, now set 
C,(T) = i VOl(Ni/Ni n r)Cri, 
i=l 
C,,(r) = i VOl(Ni/Ni n r)C& . 
i=l 
Then we have proved that 
Keeping to the notations introduced above, the following theorem serves to 
summarize our conclusions about the constant term of Y, at the origin. 
THEOREM. Let a be a K-finite function in VP(G) (0 < p < 1). Then 
1;s $ W,(4) = WI h MC,(~) T&d + C;(r) TX4 + GA(~) Tz~C-41~ 
The distributions Th , Ti , and TZh are tempered, in the sense that they extend 
continuously to V(G) (cf. W arner [9]). The Fourier transforms of each of them 
is known; we shall recall their values on cusp forms in the next section. 
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2. THE FOURIER TRANSFORMS OF T,, , Ti, AND Tz4 ON CUSP FORMS 
In this section, we shall assume that rank(G) = rank(K), so that the discrete 
series Gd of G is nonempty. Our purpose then will be to record the values of 
TA , Tl , and Tzh on cusp forms; fortunately, it turns out that this task is simply 
a compilation of known facts. 
Let %s(G) be the space of cusp forms on G-then it follows from the defi- 
nitions that 
T,(a) = 0 
for every (Y in S’s(G). 
Before discussing Ti , it will be best to review the theory of the discrete 
series on G. For this purpose, we shall need to introduce some notation. 
Let X0 be a unit vector in 
Put 
tt,a I if m(2h) = 0, 
%A , if m(2h) > 0. 
x = (2q h I) x, , x = (l/21/2 1 x I) x0 , 
Y = -(21/“/l x I) ex, ) Y = --(l/211” 1 x I) exe , 
if m(U) = 0; if 42X) > 0. 
H = (2/l h I”) 4, H = (l/l A I”) HA > 
Then {X, Y, H) is a Lie triple in the sense that 
W, xl = 24% [H, Y] = -2Y, [X, Y] = H. 
Fix a maximal torus T in K containing the one parameter subgroup generated 
by X-Y as in Sally and Warner [7]. Let DC * be the positive roots of the pair 
(G, T) and QK+ be the positive roots of the pair (K, T); let W, be the Weyl 
group of the pair (G, T) and W, be the Weyl group of the pair (K, T); let 
let 
Put 
mo = 2-l(dim(G/K)), 
no = 2-r(dim(G/K) - rank(G/K)). 
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The unitary character group T of T may be identified with a lattice L, in 
the dual space of (-1)112 (t the Lie-algebra of T): A given 7 in L, gives rise 
to a unitary character 5, of T by the prescription 
&(exp(H)) = eTfH), (HEf), 
and all such arise in this fashion. Put 
t, = exp(B(X - Y)), (OER). 
Then the relation 
associates with every T in LT an integer k(r). 
The basic facts governing the discrete series may now be summarized as 
follows. Call L; the regular elements in Lr-then, after Harish-Chandra, one 
may attach to each r E Li a certain central eigendistribution 8,. To each 
TEL;) there corresponds a unique element U, E &‘* whose character is given by 
where 
(--1P 4T)@,, 
44 = ~gnb4~)>. 
The mapping Q- t-+ U, of L; into G.d is surjective; UT, = U,, (rl , 72 E Lk) if and 
only if r1 and r2 are conjugate under W, . The formal dimension d, of U, is 
given by 
4 = G1 I ~~(41, 
where 
CG = (27+7 ~%J&K). 
Given 7 inL; , call VT(G) the closed subspace of @Z(G) generated by the matrix 
coefficients of U, ; of course, %‘JG) 4 %?(G). 
The following result is due to Arthur [l]. 
SUBTHEOREM. Fix T e Lh--then for all a E %Z7(G), 
f&‘/30/3-2 
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Hence 
THEOREM. Fix 7 EL&-then for all 01 E W7(G), 
[Here we have taken into account the fact that the area of the unit sphere in 
ttA is 2(77)“(A)/2/r(+m(h).] 
In what follows, it will be supposed that m(U) > 0. This said, now set 
it = exp(X). Call G, the centralizer of 71 in G. Write @c+(U) for the subset 
of @o+ consisting of those 01 such that a(X - Y) = 0. 
The following result is due to Barbasch [3]. 
SUBTHEOREM. Fix T EL&tken for all (Y E VT(G), 
f ‘+=+) dGIG,(x) F,G n 
= Clh( - l)% e(T) d,-‘a( 1) 
X ~~~~+~,+c2A)((-1)"'Ro)-1 c dew 
WE Iv, 
x n (WT, cX)((- l)1’2k(WT))m(A)‘2, 
axccP~+(21) 
C2,+ a certam nonzero constant. 
Remark. The constant C2h is the composite of certain other constants, 
each of which is explicitly computable, except, perhaps, for one, namely, the 
volume of 
’ Ad(G)(X - Y) n (X + gr) 
in a canonically defined finite measure arising from fiber integration; details 
can be found in Barbasch [3]. 
We recall that m(x) (respectively m(U)) is even (respectively odd). The car- 
dinal@ of the set oG+ - @c+(U) is evidently nt(h) + M(U), thus it is odd. 
If one replaces X by -X, then the integers k(T) (T EL,) change sign (C,, , 
however, does not). 
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It therefore follows that 
5,,,” a(m-‘) dG/G,(x) + j a(m-lx-l) dGlG,&) 
GIG,-1 
= c2A(1 - (-l)nr(h)‘2)(-l)mG E(T) &la(l) 
X aEOG+~G+(2A) cc- 1>““44)-’ c dew 
toe w, 
X n (WT, a)((-l)11zk(w7))m(A)/2 
amPG+(2A) 
for all a E VT(G). It is known that.either m(A) = 0 (mod 4) or m(x) = 2 (mod 4); 
moreover, when m(U) > 1, it is always the case that m(X) = 0 (mod 4). 
Hence 
THEOREM. Fix T E Lk-then for all a E g,(G), 
T,,(a) = S,, 1 h 1 (1/21j2 1 h ])m(A)‘2+m(2A) 
x C2A(-1)mG C(T) 04) 
where 
X aEQG+~G+12A) ((--1)1’2WF1 c de+4 
wew, 
x n (WT, a)(( - l)l’%(w7))m(~)‘2, 
.EuJG+(21) 
if m(h) = 0 (mod 4) 
if m(h) = 2 (mod 4). 
[Here we have taken into account the fact that 
a(xfz~l) &,~~o(x) = (1/21’2 I A() m(A)‘2+m(2A) 5,,, a(Xn+) do/o,(X) 
n 
for all a E V(G).] 
3. THE MULTIPLICITY FORMULA 
We retain the assumption that rank(G) = rank(K), so that the discrete 
series G.d of G is not empty. Let U be in the integrable discrete series-then, 
as has been mentioned in the Introduction, our primary objective is to compute 
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the multiplicity mo with which U occurs in Ld2(G/I’). This will be done in the 
present section. 
LEMMA. Suppose that the integrable discrete series representation U of G 
occurs in Ld2(G/lJ- th en actually U occurs in L02(G/r), the space of cusp forms on 
G/I’, so mu is in reality the multiplicity of U in L02(G/r). 
We shall preface the proof with a preliminary result. 
SUBLEMMA. (Langlands) Let U be an integrable discrete series representation 
of G, E the representation space of U; let a E E be a K-finite vector. Put 
C = &(U( ?)a, a), 
d, the formal dimension of U. Let rr be any unitary representation of G-then 
~(9) is the orthogonal projection onto { Ta: T E I( U, rr)}, I( U, W) being the inter- 
twining operators between U and rr. 
[The reader can find the proof of this fact in Osborne [5].] 
Retaining the notations of the sublemma, let us pass to the proof of the lemma. 
Lo,,($) is an integral operator on L2(G/r) with kernel 
K&G Y) = c KVY-‘1. 
Ye- 
According to the sublemma, 
Ran(-LA$)) = P: T E I(u, LGII-)) 
or still, 
Ran&&+)) = {Ta : T EI(U, L&r)). 
For fixed y in G, let +, be the function on G defined by the rule 4,) x ++ d(xy-r), 
x E G. It is clear that 4, is a right y-lKy-finite, S-finite, integrable, smooth 
function on G. Consequently, in view of a generality due to Harish-Chandra 
(cf. Baily and Bore1 [2]), the Poincare series pdtl , 
attached to 4, is an La-function on G/r. Because $, is in addition a cusp form 
on G, an elementary computation then shows that p,+, is itself a cusp form on 
G/L’ (cf. Warner [g]). This said, let now f EL2(G/r)---then we claim that 
Lolr(+) f is a weak, L,s(G/r)-valued integral, and hence that Lo,,(+) f is a cusp 
form, from which it thus follows that the range of the projection L,!,(4) is 
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contained in L.,2(G/r). T o verify the claim, let g be any other element in L2(G/I') 
-then the equality 
of inner products in L*(G/r) leads to the relation 
LGII-(+)f = I,, Pd,( ?) f(r) dG(Y), (weak integral). 
Since p,” is a cusp form, the weak integral on the right must also be a cusp 
form. Hence the claim. Let T E I( U, Lz,,) be an isometry intertwining U, and 
some subrepresentation lJ, ofLi;,= inLd,,, . Put Ed = T(E)--then, by the above, 
Ta E Ed n Lo2(G/r), 
so, by invariance, Ed C Lo2(G/r). This proves the lemma. 
Remark. The above argument is perfectly general and applies to the pairs 
(G, F) envisioned by Langlands [4(a)], including, of course, the important 
special case of arithmetic l7 It is also possible to sharpen the preceding con- 
siderations: In the Appendix, we show that I(U, Lt,,-) can be completely 
described in terms of PoincarC series. 
We come now to the main result. Let, as above, U be an integrable discrete 
series representation of G with formal dimension du ; let T be the differential. 
of a regular character of the fixed maximal torus T in K such that U = U,--then 
we shall express mu in terms of 7. Let OL, be a matrix coefficient of U, attached 
to a K-finite unit vector-then, according to a theorem of Trombi and 
Varadarajan [8], there exists a p, 0 < p < 1, such that 0~~ E VP(G). It is thus 
permissible to insert d,ol, into the Selberg trace formula. Since Lc,r is evidently 
self-contragredient, when this is done we obtain 
mu = 4 v4W) (& 44) 
dc, c,(X) 
Here we have taken into account Ha&h-Chandra’s well-known “Selberg 
principle” to eliminate the contribution from the hyperbolic conjugacy classes, 
as well as using the obvious fact that a, is annihilated by the principal series 
representations. 
Set S,,, equal to [Z,l or zero according to whether the central character of 
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U, , restricted to 2, , is trivial or not-then the central contribution to mu can 
be written 
I %(dl 
dT = (24% 2nGOJ&~) . 
While we shall not pursue it at this time, it should perhaps be remarked that 
vol(G/I’) can be directly related to the Euler-PoincarC characteristic of K\G/r, 
the latter being understood in the sense of Satake. 
The elliptic contribution to mu can be calculated in the usual way (cf. Sally 
and Warner [7]). Before stating the result, let us first establish our conventions. 
Let t be an element of T. Let G, (respectively gt) be the centralizer of t in G 
(respectively g)-then gt is the Lie-algebra of G, . Gt is a reductive Lie subgroup 
of G which, while not necessarily connected, has but finitely many connected 
components so that the index [G, : G,O] of the identity component GP of G, 
is finite. We shalf agree to equip Gt with the standard Haar measure computed 
per the restriction of the Killing form of g to gt . Employing now obvious 
notations, let Mt be the function defined by 
M;l = (-1)““1(27r)mGt 2n%K,(pK,)[Gt : G,O], 
ul, be the function defined by 
Let ore V,(G)-then, in view of the computations in Sally and Warner m, 
we have 
I 
cu(xtx-1) dCIGt(x) = M,(-1)“~ E(T) d$(l) YJt). 
G/G* 
This said, given an elliptic element y E I’, let us agree to denote by t, some fixed 
element of I?’ which is conjugate to y. The elliptic contribution to mu can then 
be written 
As for the parabolic contribution to mu, we have (cf. Section 1) 
[C,(r) TA(~ + G(r) TX%) + C,(r) T&41~ 
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or still (cf.. Section 2) 
1:~ & (sU&)) = (--1P 44% (,E de+4 w44fd) 
K 
+ (- l)‘“G C(T) &&u 
where, by definition, 
X nsQG+gG+(2*) ((- lY’2w)-1 c dew 
WE w, 
x n (WT, a)(( - l)%(WT))~(~)‘2, 
aE@G+12A) 
MA = -C;(r) (m(h) + 2m(2h)) Qp@)) 
2 1 h 1 (@p(A) ’ 
M2A = C,,(f) C241/21’2 1 X l)m(1)‘2+m(21). 
Assembling our results then leads to the following theorem. 
THEOREM. Let U be an integrable discrete series representation of G, T a regular 
element of Lr such that U = UT--then the multiplicity m, with which U occurs 
in Ld2(G/T) (or, equivalently, in L,,2(G/f)) is the sum of 
plus (- 1)“G ~(7) times the sum of 
(E) 1 vWWA M$‘kJ, 
wr 
MA (,& de+4 sgnMd$ 
K 
and 
~,,M,A aEoG+Q,+(2A) ((-- l)1'2wY c dew 
wew, 
x JJ (WT, ~)((-1)“sk(wT))“‘““2. 
.EOG+(2A) 
4. CONCLUDING F&NARK.S 
Suppose thiit U is a discrete series representation of G which is not integrable 
-then the basic method of the present paper, viz., the insertion into the Selberg 
trace formula of a K-finite matrix coefficient of U, breaks down. Nevertheless, 
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there is a procedure, due to Langlands, which, in principle at least, is still 
potentially applicable. In this method, as formalized in Ragozin and Warner 
[6], the Selberg trace formula is still a central tool but considerably more 
machinery is needed, e.g., theorems of the Paley-Wiener type. Furthermore, 
one needs to know the complete Fourier transforms of all the distributions 
appearing in the Selberg trace formula. In this connection, the reader will recall 
that we stated the values of T,, , Ti , and T,,, on cusp forms in Section 2. Actually, 
T,, and T2,, can be treated in all generality. However, the situation as regards 
Ti is still somewhat murky; partial results have been obtained by Arthur 
(unpublished). We shall return to this point elsewhere. Appropriate Paley- 
Wiener-type theorems are known for a few low-dimensional examples. It 
would not be without interest to first explicate matters for them. 
APPENDIX 
Let U be an integrable discrete series representation of G and E the represen- 
tation space of U. Let EK be the space of K-finite vectors in E and EG the G-span 
of the elements of EK . Given a E EG , 6 E EK , put 
+a.b@> = (U(X)a9 h (x E G). 
Then, for reasons mentioned earlier, the Poincare series p,. B attached to $a,b is 




6 t-+ PdO*b - 
Then T, is a bounded linear operator 
T, : E -+ Ld2(G/lJ, 
and as such 
Here, of course, we have used the fact that T,* is an infinitesimal intertwining 
operator. 
LEMMA. In the above notations, 
{T, : a E EG} = I( U, Ld,,,). 
Proof. To begin with, we remark that the space I( U, Ld,,=) is finite dimen- 
sional; in fact 
dim(I( U, L&)) = mu . 
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Let now T be an isometry in I( U, Li,r) such that T 1 T, for all a E EC , i.e. 
such that T* T, = 0 for all a E EG . Call PT the orthogonal projection of 
L2(G/T) onto T(E). Fix a nonzero vector a E EK . Put f = T(a). Choose 
g E C,“(G/T) such that (f, g) # 0. We have 
0 = ~G,rdY)(aj T*Tuf11-&4) dG(y  
= 
s Gil- 
g(Y)(ft T,cv-l,&>) dG(y) 
=I I gif(x) 1 (U(x@h a> dG(x) dG(Y) G/l- G/l- -d- 
=s I - G/l- G/r 
g(Y) c f(xd(Uhy-lb~ al dG(x) dG(Y) 
wr 
=s I g~Y)f(x)(U(xy-l)a~ a) dG(x) dG(y) G/l- G 
= G (u(+? a)(LGir(x% g) dG(x) 
I 
= G (&b, a)(LGlr(x) PTg,f) dG(x) 
I 
= d&z, a)(f, PA Z 0, 
a contradiction. Hence the lemma. 
[It is easy to justify our application of Fubini’s theorem in the proof of the 
above lemma; we leave the details to the reader.] 
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